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Climate changes in critical development stages affect future yields

- Temperature fluctuations in Spring harm plant development
- Heat stress damages plants
- Drought reduces yields
- Time window for seeding gets smaller
- Missing vernalisation causes loss

Climate calendar for breeders and educators
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- April
- May
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Soil moisture and heat

Days with dry soils  Hot days  Hot days with dry soils

**Dry soils** = Soil water content below 20th Percentile in reference period 1971-2000

**Hot day** = Day with maximum temperature > 30 °C

Median change of all models
Scenario: no climate mitigation (RCP8.5)
Time horizon: 2070-2099 vs. 1971-2000

- Soil moisture decrease
- Temperature increase
- Evapotranspiration decrease

Data: EURO-CORDEX ensemble of 50 regional climate model simulations

Seneviratne et al., 2010
Temperature variability

Standard deviation of daily temperature anomalies (without seasonal cycle), RCP8.5, 2070-2099 vs. 1971-2000, ensemble median

"Inter-daily temperature variability" (ITV), July-September

Data: EURO-CORDEX ensemble of 50 regional climate model simulations

Cattiaux et al., 2015
Temperature variability

Climate change and shift of plant development stages in time need to be considered

1. Increase in temperature variability only in summer (after blossoming)
2. Stage of blossom shifts to earlier dates

=> Decreasing risk of damage due to large fluctuations in temperature

Projected change in temperature variability

Data: EURO-CORDEX models
Final remarks

Take-away messages

- EURO-CORDEX models show a clear tendency for more agricultural summer drought in Germany despite uncertain / small change in precipitation
- Temperature variability projected to decrease in Spring, increase in Summer.
- Outlook: Dynamic calendar with time shifts of plant stages compared to climate change signal will be published.
Thank you for your attention!